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• Bilingual broadcast & display
• Chosen by Department of National Defense

for Canadian air bases
• Canada’s most capable system
• Expert technical support
• Greatest AWOS operating temperature range
• Lowest operating costs

AUTOMATED WEATHER SYSTEM

Fast, Accurate, and reliable Meteorological data is a 
necessity at any airport. This need can only be met though, 
with the proper equipment. The full-featured AWOS from 
ANS provides a truly integrated presentation of all 
meteorological data for any airport, from the smallest to 
the largest

ANS supplies the exact AWOS system to meet the customers 
individual needs.  From a base system that reads just altimeter all the 
way up to a AWOS IIIPTZ, we will have the right solution for you.

ANS AWOS Systems meets all the requirements and  
recommendations of Transport Canada, the International Civil 
Aviation Organization (ICAO), as well as the world meteorological 
Organization (WMO) and the FAA.
Our systems can be adapted to meet the requirements of any size 
airport, from Helipads to fully instrumented CATIIIB International 
Airports and can be configured to meet the  growing needs of your 
facility.

FLEXIBILITY
The AWOS sensor array can include any or all of the following:

• Ultrasonic Wind Speed/Direction

• Temperature

• Dew Point

• Relative Humidity

• Altimeter

• Visibility (MOR, RVR)

• Present Weather (Precipitation Identification)

• Cloud Height and Sky Condition

• Density Altitude

• Runway Surface

• Lightning/Thunderstorm Detection and Reporting

• Freezing Rain

• Ground Temperature

We install and service AWOS systems in some of the most 
extreme climates in the world from the arctic cold to the 
African heat, ANS has systems operating under extreme 
conditions.
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sales@approachnavigation.com
1-866-647-2967
667 Malenfant Blvd
Dieppe, NB  Canada E1A5T2

Within the architecture of the AWOS System is the most advanced 
Data collection platform and Central data computer available
today.  This creates the most flexibility with data displays single and 
multiple display options.  All ANS AWOS systems have remote 
capabilities so that we are able to support you from afar.

Our ease of installation and maintenance,  at a fraction of the cost of 
our competitors makes the ANS AWOS system your best choice.  ANS 
is pleased to represent only state of the art, high quality AWOS Systems 
that will work flawlessly for many years to come.

Approach Navigation Systems Inc has been providing aviation solutions to airports for 
more than twenty years. These services include Airport Lighting, Airport Navigation 
Systems, Airport Communication Systems and Airport Operations Systems. 




